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We propose the use of a ultra-relativisti ele tron beam intera ting with a few- y le, intense laser
pulse and an intense pulse of the oherent x-rays to produ e a multi-MW intensity, x-ray pulses
 100 attose onds in duration. Due to a naturally-o urring frequen y hirp, these pulses an be
further temporally ompressed.
PACS numbers: 41.50.+h, 41.60.Cr, 42.55.V , 52.59.-f

The ability to study ultrafast phenomena has been reently advan ed by the demonstrated produ tion18 and
measurement of a single, 650-attose ond (10 se ),
soft x-ray pulse[1℄. This has made possible the rst
pump-probe experiments where the temporal evolution
of inner-shell atomi pro esses was measured[2℄. All of
these extraordinary results utilized the new availability
of intense, few- y le laser pulses (see [3℄ and referen es
therein) with a stabilized arrier-envelope phase [4, 5℄.
The next frontier will be produ tion of attose ond xray pulses at even shorter wavelengths than presently
demonstrated. Free-ele tron lasers (FEL's) based upon
the prin iple of self-ampli ed spontaneous emission
(SASE) have re ently been onsidered[6℄ as a possible sour e for obtaining sub-fs, short-wavelength x-ray
pulses. However, the output radiation of a SASE FEL
has quite limited temporal oheren e and is omposed
of many isolated, sub-fs \spikes" whose arrival time is
random on a shot-to-shot basis. This may pre lude the
straight-forward use of SASE FEL's in pump-probe experiments at the attose ond time s ale.
In this paper we propose another method involving
the radiation of an isolated, attose ond duration, shortwavelength x-ray pulse by ele trons sele ted by their previous intera tion with a few- y le, intense laser pulse. We
all this pro ess \seeded attose ond x-ray radiation". In
prin iple it allows ex ellent temporal syn hronization between the attose ond x-ray probe and a pump sour e that
an be the same few- y le pulse or another signal derived
from it. Notably, we show that it is possible to generate
a 1 nm x-ray pulse of  100-attose ond FWHM duration, whi h is only  1=25th of a single y le of an opti al
pump laser. Thus, it is on eivable, for example, to tra k
the temporal evolution of atomi or mole ular states during a single opti al y le in the pro ess of laser-assisted
photoionization.
Our proposed method requires an ultra-relativisti
ele tron beam, a few- y le, intense opti al laser pulse and
an intense pulse of the oherent x-ray radiation, together
with a number of magneti undulators and transport elements. Figure 1 s hemati ally shows how all these omponents are used to generate the attose ond x-ray pulse.
On the left is a sour e produ ing  100 fs,  100 MW
peak power, x-ray pulses. While su h sour es do not exist
today, studies of SASE FEL's[7℄ and harmoni as ade
FEL's (HC FEL) [8℄ have suggested approa hes whi h

are feasible in prin iple. As a spe i example we hoose
2 nm as the x-ray sour e wavelength to eventually produ e 1-nm wavelength attose ond radiation. However, as
long as an intense, oherent sour e is available, attose ond pulse generation at both longer and shorter wavelengths is also possible with the same s heme.
We have hosen a model HC FEL[9℄ as the oherent
x-ray sour e. It an be on gured su h that only part
of the ele tron bun h is used for the x-ray generation,
thus leaving another part near the bun h head whose
instantaneous energy spread E has not been degraded
by previous FEL intera tion in the upstream as ade or
even by SASE gain - an advantage not easily realized
with a SASE FEL sour e. The existen e of these \virgin" ele trons an be ensured by an ele tron beam pulse
duration suÆ iently long ( 2ps) to a ount both for
jitter in the arrival time of the ele tron bun h at the HC
FEL entran e (relative to the arrival time of the original
seeding laser pulse) and for FEL a tion in ea h as ade
stage e e tively degrading the ele tron beam quality (by
strongly in reasing E ) in a small potion ( 100fs) of
the ele tron pulse.
After exiting the HC FEL, an a hromati bend inserts the ele trons into a two-period wiggler magnet
\800-nm modulator". Simultaneously, an 800-nm wavelength,  1mJ, 5-fs laser pulse enters this wiggler and
o-propagates with the ele trons. The te hni al feasibility of su h opti al pulses has already been proven[10℄.
The relative timing between the arrival of the ele tron
beam and the opti al pulse is set su h that the latter
temporally overlaps \virgin" ele trons. We presume that
the x-ray HC FEL pulse will be seeded with a laser pulse
whi h originates from the same laser sour e as the fewy le laser pulse whi h onsequently permits tight synhronization between the two. Sin e the \virgin" ultrarelativisti ele trons and the HC FEL x-ray pulse ome
from the same ele tron bun h, one an thus ensure temporal syn hronization between ea h of these three beams.
The arrier-envelope phase of the few- y le laser pulse
is adjusted so that the peak ele tri eld appears at the
peak of the envelope when the laser pulse passes the wiggler enter. The wiggler's magneti period and undulator
parameter K are adjusted su h that fundamental FEL
resonan e o urs at the laser wavelength L = 800nm.
The intera tion with the laser light in the wiggler then
produ es a time-dependent ele tron energy modulation
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FIG. 1: (Color) A s hemati of the omponents involved in attose ond x-ray pulse produ tion.

resonant Lorentz fa tor. is the dimensionless, FELequivalent syn hrotron tune. Using2 a perturbation expansion of  and  in powers of , one obtains at the
undulator end (z = 1) through order 2
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FIG. 2: The al ulated energy modulation of the ele trons
along the ele tron bun h produ ed in the intera tion with a
few- y le, 800-nm laser pulse in the wiggler magnet presuming
an instantaneous ele tron beam energy spread E = 0:3 MeV.

as shown in Fig. 2. For the laser pulse parameters mentioned above, we expe t a entral peak energy o set
Eo  15MeV whi h is a fa tor of 1.35 times larger than
those of its nearest neighbors. This relative di eren e is
important when onsidering the 2-nm energy modulation
to be indu ed in a following undulator.
A se ond iso hronous bend after the wiggler magnet
returns the ele trons ba k to the original axis, while the
800-nm laser pulse ontinues to propagate along a parallel, o set path. The ele trons now enter a long undulatormodulator (UM) (not shown to s ale in Fig. 1), whi h
serves as an energy modulator at 2-nm wavelength. The
oherent,  100 fs long, 2-nm output pulse from the
HC FEL o-propagates in the UM with ele trons and
arrives simultaneously with those ele trons that experien ed the strong energy modulation at 800 nm. The undulator parameter K of the UM is tuned su h that only
those ele trons very near the peak of the 800-nm energy
modulation have the orre t energy for resonant FEL intera tion with the 2-nm light. The other ele trons fall
outside the energy bandwidth of the UM FEL and are
not signi antly modulated. Although the UM is relatively long (Lu  5m), it is shorter than one full FEL
gain length so there is little SASE a tion (whi h otherwise would produ e unwanted mi robun hing at 2-nm
wavelength throughout the 2-ps long ele tron bun h).
Following[11℄, the standard 1D FEL parti le equations
in the zero gain limit may be written as
d
2 sin  and d = 2
=
(1)
dz
dz
where z  z=Lu is the dimensionless length along the
undulator,  is the ele tron phase relative to the FEL
ponderomotive well, and   2Nu(
R )= R with
Nu being the number of undulator periods and R the
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where 0 and 0 refer to values at undulator entran e
2Nu  E0  os 2 t 1 +  1 + Æ
0(t) =
L
R m 2
 0 (t) + Æ
(3)
Here  1 is the detuning o set from the FEL resonant
energy and Æ is due to instantaneous energy spread.
Equation 3 applies lose to the peak of the 800-nm energy
modulation.
Downstream of the UM the ele trons enter a hi ane
with a time-of- ight parameter R56 = 750nm whi h indu es strong mi robun hing at x = 2-nm wavelength
at higher harmoni s x=n. In the middle of the hiane, the ele tron beam orbit is separated  1mm transversely from the path of the x-ray light. This permits a
photon stop to blo k all light oming to this point, whi h
is important for obtaining maximum ontrast of the attose ond x-ray pulse over the ba kground radiation. The
ele tron phase at the hi ane exit then equals
2
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where C is an energy-independent path-length di eren e
term,  R56=2Nux, and ~  0 + 0. It is onve-th
nient to de ne the omplex bun hing fa tor at the n
harmoni bn  hein i where the averaging takes pla e
over 0 and Æ . Presuming a uniform phase distribution
of ele trons in 0, a Gaussian energy 2distribution in Æ
whose rms value v  2NuE = Rm , we obtain from
Eq. (4) at the hi ane exit

bn(0) = Jn n 2 (0 ) ein( ) e (n(2 +1) ) (5)
where Jn is the nth-order Bessel fun tion of the rst kind,
s
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FIG. 3: (Color) Bun hing eÆ ien y at 1-nm wavelength versus time along the ele tron bun h. The solid line shows alulations using Eq.(5) and the dots simulation results from
GINGER. The FWHM of the peak is 530 attose onds.
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and (0) = 0 (2 +1) + tan 1 2 1+1 ( 1 tan1 ) .
Equation (5) is similar to the bun hing fa tor previously
obtained in opti al klystron theory[12℄.
In Fig. 3 we plot the bun hing amplitude jbn(0)j for
n=2(
1-nm wavelength) as predi ted using Eq. (5)
and as al ulated by the GINGER simulation ode [13℄.
In both
ases we used: 2 x = 2nm, L =800 nm,
2
m
=
3GeV,
 1m = 1:2MeV, Nu = 200, and
R
R56 = 750nm. For the analyti al ulation, we adopted
2 = 0:1. The GINGER simulation presumed an ele tron beam urrent of 500A with a normalized emittan e
of 2 mm-mrad, E =0.3 MeV, and an input x-ray pulse
with a temporally onstant 150-MW intensity whose ele tri eld Gaussian waist size of 150 m o urred 2-m upstream of the UM entran e. The UM had K = 3:02 and
a 25-mm period.
After the hi ane, the ele trons pro eed to an
undulator-radiator (UR) whose fun tion is to produ e
oherent emission at wavelength x =n = 1nm from
the bun hed ele trons. Here we onsidered a linearlypolarized UR but note that a heli ally-polarized UR has
an advantage in that no higher harmoni s are radiated
on axis. To simplify the al ulation of the radiation eld,
we assume that ele trons enter the UR as ma ropartiles (representing mi robun hes) separated by 1 nm plus
additional displa ements aused by the variation of the
bun hing phase n(0). Due to the short length of the
UR, we also negle t any further evolution of the mirobun hing or FEL gain. Be ause of the relative longitudinal slippage in the radiator between the ele trons
and radiation, ea h ma roparti le radiates the x-ray light
whi h has the same number of y les as the number of periods in the radiator, NR. The interferen e of the waves
emitted by all ma roparti les de nes the output i!envelope E~(t) of the radiation eld, E(t) = RefE~ (t) e tg,
where
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FIG. 4: (Color) Predi ted attose ond pulse power at 1-nm
wavelength from a radiator with NR = 80 (top line) and NR =
45 (bottom line) using Eq. (7). Both urves were normalized
to the peak intensity of the NR = 80 simulation results (dots).

orresponds to the time at whi h the j = 0 mi robun h
exits the UR.
The predi ted radiation eld intensity I (t) / jE~ (t)j2
may be determined from Eq. (7). The good agreement
shown in Fig. 4 between the analyti predi tions for
the pulse shape and the GINGER simulation (in whi h
the mi robun hing and any FEL gain are followed selfonsistently) indi ates that the simplifying assumptions
for the analyti al ulation adopted above appear to be
well founded. The rms width t of the peak is 48 attose onds for NR = 80 and 75 attose onds for NR = 45,
several times shorter than the bun hing width stru ture
shown in Fig. 3. We attribute this redu tion to slippage
e e ts in the radiator | there is destru tive interferen e (due to temporal variationof bun hing phase) o urring between waves emitted by mi robun hes on opposite
sides of the bun hing peak. Evidently, for a given temporal bun hing stru ture, the pulse shortening will depend
upon the radiator length. In parti ular, a shorter radiator will result in less destru tive interferen e and thus a
longer output pulse. This is on rmed by the al ulation
for the NR = 45 ase.
There is another interesting phenomenon whi h is related to slippage and interferen e e e ts, namely the
variation of the output ele tri eld phase with time.
Figure 5 shows this variation for NR = 45 al ulated
using Eq. (7). We tted
the phase al ulations by a
parabola (t) = a(t=t)2 with a = 1:92. The quadrati
omponent in the temporal phase dependen e indi ates
the presen e of a frequen y hirp in the output radiation eld. This leads to a time-bandwidth produ t expeeding2 the ultimate Fourier transform limit by a fa tor
1 + a [14℄. Consequently, the output pulse for the
bottom urve in Fig.
4 ould potentially be ompressed
down to ~t = t=p1 + a2 = 35attose onds. For a longer
radiator, the frequen y hirp lessens and e e tively disappears by NR = 80.
Figure 6 shows the output spe tra orresponding to
both the oherent attose ond radiation and in oherent
spontaneous emission. Due to the relatively large ele tron beam emittan e in our numeri al example, the ele -
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FIG. 5: Predi ted attose ond pulse phase at 1-nm wavelength
from a radiator with 45 periods. The line shows al ulation
using Eq. 7 while the dots show GINGER simulation results.
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FIG.
6: The predi ted on-axis, far- eld radiation spe trum
d2 P=d d! at 1-nm wavelength from a radiator with 80 periods. The attose ond output was al ulated by the GINGER
ode whereas the spontaneous emission urve is an analyti
result for a presumed e-beam pulse duration of 2 ps.

tron beam size in the UR is several times larger than the
di ra tion-limited size of spontaneous radiation at 1-nm
wavelength with the result that the oherent radiation
is
onstrained within a rms solid angle of  3  10 11 sr.
Spontaneous radiation is emitted into a solid angle approximately two orders of magnitude larger. Therefore,
a ollimator will help isolate the oherent radiation from
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